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Why have you been given this singular treasure that is your lifeâ€•and how will you use it? What is

the purpose for the unique blend of gifts, skills, experiences, and perspectives that you alone

possess? To support you in answering these questions and living in sync with your inner calling,

Michael Bernard Beckwith presents Life Visioningâ€•an essential companion for anyone seeking to

accelerate their spiritual evolution. Here he offers his complete Life Visioning

Processâ€•transformational technology for applying deep inquiry and spiritual practice to enable the

growth, development, and unfoldment of your soul. Join him to learn more about:The four stages of

consciousness: Victim, Manifester, Channel, and Beingâ€•the characteristics of each stage, and how

we move through themThe dance of co-creationâ€•establishing the balance between effort and

surrenderApplying the Life Visioning Process in all of your life structures, including relationships,

finances, livelihood, and spiritual practiceâ€œWhen your thoughts and actions begin to align with the

imperatives of your soul,â€• explains Beckwith, â€œyou enroll the full support of the universe.

Unimagined possibilities begin to open up as you synchronize with the divine.â€• In this unabridged

audio book, masterfully read by the author, you will discover an unparalleled method for navigating

every stage of your evolutionary journeyâ€•and fulfilling your highest calling as only you can.
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We have all read ad nauseum books about the law of attraction, the secrets of manifestation. I have

an entire shelf of such books. What sets this book apart is that it goes beyond using the mind to

manifest. In fact, regular manifesting is only stage two of the four stages! When you get to stage



three, you actually have to surrender to the higher plan. The author warns: "The challenge is that

now that you finally feel in control, control is the last thing you want to give up!" We learn the secret

to manifesting, but then we learn to release the ego's need to be in charge. What Source has in

store for us is much grander, in reality.The book is packed with some great original quotes from the

author. Some of my favorites are below:"Ego cannot be annihilated, but it can be tamed." How true!

Even the most enlightened people I have met or read about still have some residual ego as long as

they are in the body."There are as many ways of realizing the union of Channel Consciousness as

there are individuals, for each soul has its own unique romance with the Infinite." I have been saying

this for decades: there are as many religions/spiritual paths as there are people."Where there is

willfulness there is a wall; where there is willingness there is a way.""Discipline ultimately becomes

`blissipline.'"Oh, and this is REALLY an eye opener: "While detachment and attachment push us

away from love, nonattachment takes us toward love.

Life Visioning by Michael Beckwith is a guide to discovering and living your higher purpose. This

book is not about religion but if you have some strong religious beliefs, you might find some conflict

between your beliefs and what Mr. Beckwith teaches. That does not mean what he teaches is

wrong, it does suggest that you should approach this book with an open and curious mind.Life

Visioning or the Life Visioning Process should not be confused with visualization. Many people

practice visualization - the process of visualizing some future goal you want to achieve. Mr.

Beckwith defines the Life Visioning Process (LVP) as "a practice for becoming more deeply

acquainted with yourself and for using what you discover for taking your next evolutionary leap in

consciousness."He goes on to say that "Visioning is for those who are genuinely interested in

breaking any agreements they have consciously or unconsciously made with mediocrity and

replacing them with stability and excellence in the eight life structures: ego, belief, relationship,

health, finances, livelihood, spirituality and community."This theory and his teachings are not new.

He draws on the teachings of Buddha, Jesus, Emerson and many other philosophers. What is

unique is the structured approach he brings to the process. In his view, there are four stages to the

LVP - Stage one if the victim consciousness, Stage two is the manifester consciousness, Stage

three is the channel consciousness and the final Stage four is being consciousness. These stages

are not linear - that is you do not move through the stages in a linear fashion. They overlap. You

may move back and forth between stages.I found the information on the first stage - the victim

consciousness to have the most universal appeal.



I thought the book was pretty rewarding. There's a critical review that the book "says nothing new...

maybe it's good for newbies" which is an odd to hear about a book in the spiritual realm because a)

nothing is new and b) we're all newbies (a good place for that critic to start is the book: "Zen Mind

Beginner Mind."I think there's a lot of armchair "spiritualists" who crave to be spoon fed something

"new." Just for spoonfedness sake. If this book is basic for you and you adhere to the principals, I

doubt you'd be critical of it, but rather be joyous it's there for others. If it's that basic, then you would

have to be a master... as the material goes through his four stages, and the fourth stage is basically

enlightenment... so, to that critic, i'm afraid if you're looking for something beyond the realm of

perfect mastery, then you'll have to look outside the scope of a book!Below are my notes from

reading the material through part I... these notes only address Part I one of the book (the part before

the visioning process itself.)Life Visioning notes from Part I of the book: One of the first principles to

honor in your relationship with yourself is to respect and trust your own inner voice. There are many

sources of information (books, cd's, mp3's, speakers, web), but we should look inward instead of

this outward way. Prayer shouldn't be pleading or begging a reluctant God. The unconditional love

of Spirit is always ever-present. Visioining enables us to see the invisible and hear the inaudible - in

other words... that stuff that is beyond the five senses. "Ultimately, genuine spiritual practice is for

the purpose of getting free from the limitations of the ego, including worry, fear, doubt, lack, and

other neurotic causes of human suffering.
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